Securing Mobile Data
for the Financial Services Sector
Companies that profit from personal information have an extra
responsibility to protect and secure that data. Equifax failed to take basic
steps that may have prevented the breach that affected approximately
147 million consumers.
Joe Simons, Chairman Federal Trade Commission, 2019 (1)

Asavie Moda is a network-based service that enables businesses to easily and effectively manage security,
productivity and compliance on their mobile devices. Asavie Moda proactively protects employees from
exposure to cyber-attacks, such as Phishing attempts, Malware, Spyware and Ransomware, providing
the business with peace-of-mind and allowing employees to get on with the job-at-hand.

Compliance

BENEFITS

Assist compliance with financial service specific regulations
such as GLBA, SOX, and customer privacy legislation GDPR
and DPA. Control access to relevant applications; prevent
loss of control if device is lost or stolen.

Strengthen your regulatory
compliance strategy

Productivity
Boost employee productivity with simple, yet comprehensive
content filtering. Restrict access to distracting non-business
content. Easily manage internet access to over a billion
websites and apps through 26 top-level and 150+ sub-level
categories.

Security
Protect your workforce by blocking costly and damaging
malicious attacks at source. Remain ahead of the game
with our zero-day defense protection.

Gain valuable data insights with
rich reporting. See where, when
and how your data is being used
Our Tamper-proof protection
for devices prevents any attempt
to circumvent company usage
policies
Enforce internal usage policy,
limit online distractions and
boost productivity

Why Asavie Moda?
Asavie Moda plays a key role in enabling compliance with FINRA’s cybersecurity rules and policies as well as SEC regulations regarding
the protection of customer information against cyber-attacks:
• Full control of data traffic on all SIM-enabled devices means no blind spots in data security.
• Protect against malicious content and prevent data breaches by blocking access to unauthorized apps and websites.
• Device security and Data loss prevention capability means sensitive customer data is secure even if the device is lost or stolen.
(1) https://www.helpnetsecurity.com/2019/07/23/equifax-data-breach-settlement/

Asavie makes secure connectivity simple for any size
of mobility or IoT deployment in a hyper-connected world.
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